Let R be a local Noetherian domain. It is well-known that the number of minimal prime ideals in the completion of R is greater than or equal to the number of maximal ideals in the integral closure of R. An (unproved) exercise in [2] states that the reverse inequality holds if R is one-dimensional. The purpose of this note is to show how this latter fact can be generalized to local domains of dimension greater than one. Specifically, let xi, . . ., x d be a system of parameters for R and set r= R x 2 . . . _^rf_
As localization commutes with integral closure, we will be done if we show that / M 5, is MS,-primary. Suppose Q is a prime divisor of /"5 f . Since R is quasi-unmixed, S is locally quasiunmixed [3, 2.5] . Therefore, by [4, Theorem 2.12], height Q = 1 (/»S, is principal). Since MS { is the unique height one prime in S { containing I n S { (this is well-known), we have Q = MS t . Thus I n S t is Af5,-primary and the proposition is proved. PROOF. The first inequality follows from the proof of (33.10) in [2] . For the second inequality, let Af l9 . . ., M k be the maximal ideals in T and set T { = T M .. Then for each / = 1, . . ., k there is a natural map of Af-adic completions (p { \ R* -• T*. In fact, if we set/ = (jq, . . ., x rf )then, since / is Af-primary in R and M,7,-primary in each T h we may view these completions as being with respect to the /-adic topology. We will show H *=i ker ipt c nil rad (/?*). The theorem will readily follow from this. Indeed, it suffices to note that since each T* is a domain (in fact, a DVR) each ker <p { is prime. Of course any collection of primes whose intersection is contained in nil rad (R*) must include the minimal primes of R*.
Now suppose x* e f] * =1 ker (p { . We may select a sequence of elements {x n } in R such that x* -x n e I n R*. The choice of x* implies that for each / = 1, . . ., k {x"} is a null sequence in T { with respect to the /r r adic topology. Therefore, after suitably refining the sequence {x n } we may further assume that x" e I n T { for all n and all /. By Proposition 3, x n e I n for all n. Therefore x* = x n + x* -x n e T*R* 4-I*R* Q 1»R* for all n. By Lemma 2, x* is nilpotent.
COROLLARY 5. (cf. [2; Exercise 1, page 122]). Let Rbe a one-dimensional local domain. Then the number of minimal prime ideals in R* is equal to the number of maximal ideals in R.
PROOF. Since a one-dimensional local domain is quasi-unmixed, and T in Theorem 4 is just R, the result follows.
The next corollary is a criterion for a local domain to be analytically irreducible. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and the definitions.
COROLLARY 6. Let R and T be as in Theorem 4. Assume further that R is analytically unramified. If T is local, then R is analytically irreducible.
REMARK. If R is a localization of a finitely generated algebra over a field or the integers, then R is quasi-unmixed and analytically unramified. Hence Corollary 6 applies to most of the local rings from geometry.
Our final proposition uses Rees rings, rather than overrings to bound the number of minimal prime ideals in R*. (since ^ is a Krull domain there are finitely many ^,-and each V, is a DVR). Since r"J> (] R =T» ii follows that f|*=i tn V t fl /J = 7" for all n. Let ^: R* -> V? be the natural map (where R* is viewed as the /-adic completion of R and V? as the r _1 -adic completion of V { ). Then just as in the proof of Theorem 4 one shows H*=i ker 0, Q nil rad(/?*) and the proposition follows.
PROPOSITION 7. Let (R, M) be a local domain and I Q R an
REMARK. In case R is quasi-unmixed and / is generated by a system of parameters, it can be shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the prime divisors of t~l i% and the maximal ideals of f (for T as in Theorem 4). Thus Theorem 4 can be recovered from Proposition 7.
